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SYNCHRONOUS PROGRAM ORDER ON AN ASYNCHRONOUS SYSTEM 

Non deterministic programs 

The partial ordering of messages in the distributed systems makes the repeated runs 

of the same program will produce the same partial order, thus preserving deterministic 

nature. But sometimes the distributed systems exhibit non determinism: 

 A receive call can receive a message from any sender who has sent a message, if 

the expected sender is not specified.

  Multiple send and receive calls which are enabled at a process can be executed 

in an interchangeable order.

 If i sends to j, and j sends to i concurrently using blocking synchronous calls, 

there results a deadlock.

 There is no semantic dependency between the send and the immediately 

following receive at each of the processes. If the receive call at one of the 

processes can be scheduled before the send call, then there is no deadlock.

Rendezvous 

Rendezvous systems are a form of synchronous communication among an arbitrary 

number of asynchronous processes. All the processes involved meet with each other, i.e.,  

communicate synchronously with each other at one time. Two types of rendezvous 

systems are possible: 

 Binary rendezvous: When two processes agree to synchronize. 

 Multi-way rendezvous: When more than two processes agree to synchronize. 

Features of binary rendezvous: 

 For the receive command, the sender must be specified. However, multiple 

receive commands can exist. A type check on the data is implicitly performed. 

 Send and received commands may be individually disabled or enabled. A 

command is disabled if it is guarded and the guard evaluates to false. The guard 
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would likely contain an expression on some local variables. 

  Synchronous communication is implemented by scheduling messages under the 

covers using asynchronous communication. 

 Scheduling involves pairing of matching send and receives commands that are 

both enabled. The communication events for the control messages under the covers 

do not alter the partial order of the execution. 

Binary rendezvous algorithm 

If multiple interactions are enabled, a process chooses one of them and tries to 

synchronize with the partner process. The problem reduces to one of scheduling messages 

satisfying the following constraints: 

 Schedule on-line, atomically, and in a distributed manner. 

 Schedule in a deadlock-free manner (i.e., crown-free). 

 Schedule to satisfy the progress property in addition to the safety property. 

Steps in Bagrodia algorithm 

1. Receive commands are forever enabled from all processes. 

2.  A send command, once enabled, remains enabled until it completes, i.e., it is not  

possible that a send command gets before the send is executed. 

3. To prevent deadlock, process identifiers are used to introduce asymmetry to break 

potential crowns that arise. 

4. Each process attempts to schedule only one send event at any time. 

The message (M) types used are: M, ack(M), request(M), and permission(M). Execution events 

in the synchronous execution are only the send of the message M and receive of the message M. 

The send and receive events for the other message types – ack(M), request(M), and permission(M) 

which are control messages. The messages request(M), ack(M), and permission(M) use M’s 

unique tag; the message M is not included in these messages. 

(Message types) 

M, ack(M), request(M), permission(M) 
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(1) Pi wants to execute SEND(M) to a lower priority process Pj: 

Pi execute send(M) and blocks until it receives ack(M) from P j. The send event 

SEND(M) now completes. 

Any M’ message (from a higher priority processes) and request(M’) request for 

synchronization (from a lower priority processes) received during the blocking period are 

queued. 

(2) Pi wants to execute SEND(M) to a higher priority process Pj: 

(2a)   Pi seeks permission from Pj by executing send(request(M)) 

// to avoid deadlock in which cyclically blocked processes queue messages. 

(2b) while Pi is waiting for permission, it remains unblocked. 

(i) If a message M’ arrives from a higher priority process Pk, Pi accepts M’ 

by scheduling a RECEIVER(M’) event and then executes 

send(ack(M’)) to Pk. 

(ii) If a request(M’) arrives from a lower priority process Pk, Pi executes 

send(permission(M’)) to Pk and blocks waiting for the message M’.  

when M’ arrives, the RECEIVER (M’) event is executed. 

(2c) when the permission (M) arrives Pi knows partner P j is synchronized and P i 

executes send(M). The SEND(M) now completes. 

(3) request(M) arrival at Pi from a higher priority process Pj: 

At the time a request(M) is processed by pi process pi executes send(permission(M)) 

to Pj and blocks waiting for the message M. when M arrives the RECEIVE(M) event 

is executed and the process unblocks. 

(4) Message M arrival at Pi from a higher priority process Pj: 

At the time a message M is processed by Pi, proess Pi executed RECEIVE(M) (which 

is assumed to be always enabled) and then send(ack(M)) to Pj. 

(5) Processing when Pi is unblocked: 

When Pi is unblocked, it dequeues the next (if any) message from the queue and 

processes it as a message arrival (as per rule 3 or 4). 

Fig : Bagrodia Algorithm 
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